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© Copyright Notice
• This presentation is protected by U.S. and International copyright laws. TE welcomes you to use slides
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Chatham House Rule
“When a meeting, or part thereof, is held
under the Chatham House Rule, participants
are free to use the information received, but
neither the identity nor the affiliation of the
speaker(s), nor that of any other participant,
may be revealed.”

Anti-Trust Declaration
Textile Exchange is committed to adhering strictly
to the letter and spirit of the antitrust laws. Any and
all meetings, communications, conference calls,
shared resources and collaborative workspaces are
designed solely to provide a forum or means for the
expression of various points of view. Under no
circumstances shall Textile Exchange activities be
used as a means for competing companies to reach
any understanding, expressed or implied, which
tends to restrict competition, or in any way, to
impair the ability of members to exercise
independent business judgment regarding matters
affecting competition.
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Meeting Notes
We will send a follow-up email with meeting
materials.
Recordings will not be shared publicly.
Meeting notes and slides will be uploaded to
ResponsibleLeather.org.
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Agenda
1. Review role of the LUC Task Group
2. Reality Check: CFA on deforestation
3. Where do we start?
4. Discussion
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RLRT Charter
• Must sign to participate in all work under the
RLRT including RLA IWG and Task Groups
• Page 4 refers to the RLA IWG
• RLRT Charter is attached as a “Hand Out” in
GoToWebinar
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RLRT & RLA IWG
Task Groups
UPCOMING TASK GROUP MEETINGS:
RLA IWG Land Use Change Task Group Meeting #1
Tuesday, June 19th | 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM EST
Meeting link: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/641772805

Responsible Leather Round Table (RLRT)

Responsible Leather
Assessment
International Working
Group (RLA IWG)
Animal
Welfare TG

GRSB-RLRT
Agenda TG

Leather
Impacts TG
(TBD)

Tool Design
TG (TBD)

Land Use
ChangeTG
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Reality Check:
CFA on deforestation
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Deforestation
8 football fields every 10 seconds

2nd largest source
of greenhouse gas emissions

(WWF,2016)

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Deforestation & Impacts
• Clearing = reduce rainfall + prolong droughts + increase
temperatures + more frequent fires (Salazar & et al, 2015)

• Conversion of Cerrado = reduce water cycle by over 20% + increase
heat by 1.6°C. In Matopiba, a severe drought in 2016 reduced soy
productivity up to 50% (Salazar & et al, 2015) (Oliveira & et al, 2005)

• Amazon has warmed about 1°C over the last 60 years, and total
deforestation is reaching 20% of the forested area (Coe & et al, 2016)

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Climate Change Will Impede Ag
Production Across LatinAmerica…

(World Bank,2010)

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Deforestation Poses
Reputational Risks
According to an analysis
of 2016 CDP disclosures of
over 200 companies:

81%
of companies in the Agricultural
Production sector have experienced
impacts related to forest-risk
commodities that have resulted in
substantive changes to operations,
revenue or expenditure in the past five
years.
(CDP,2017)
From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

And Financial Risks

According to JBS analysis:

10 trucks (120 tons) of illegal meat
=
R$60 Million or US$17 Million fine

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

3 Biomes represent almost half of
the world’s deforestation

Deforestation in
South America may
represents up to

43%
of the total World’s
deforestation
projection

(WWF,2015)

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

The 70% decline in deforestation from 2004 to 2012 in the
Brazilian Amazon suggests that it is possible to manage the
advance of a vast agricultural frontier (Nepstad, et al., 2014).

Soy and beef production
increased in the Legal
Amazon as
deforestation dropped

Deforestation-free commitments, such as the Amazon Soy
Moratorium, have proven to be highly effective (Gibbs ,
Rausch, Munger, Schelly, & Morton, 2015)
From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Progress in the Amazon is at risk &
Cerrado does not show any progress

More than 750,000 km² or 18% of
the Brazilian Amazon and 825,000
km² or 41% of the Cerrado had
already been deforested.
Source: Ministry of theEnvironment, Brazil, 2015; Noojipady
et al., 2017; Ometto, Aguiar, & Martinelli, 2011)

km

Amazon & Cerrado rates of conversion after Soy Moratorium
& Cattle agreement

Since 2011, summing Amazon and
Cerrado we keeping loosing nearly
one Hawaii or more than half of
Alagoas State per year.
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Source: Graphic based on MMA/PRODES data (2017). http://combateaodesmatamento.mma.gov.br/

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Beef and Soy are Primary Deforestation
Drivers & More Commitments Needed

Out of 718 companies analyzed in
palm oil, timber, soy, and cattle
sectors, 447 have committed to
reducing deforestation in their supply
chains
Yet “commitment rates remain
considerably lower for soy and
cattle, which is troubling given their
outsized contribution to tropical
forest loss”
(Supply Change, 2017)

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Downstream Players Driving the
Deforestation-free Movement

(Supply Change, 2017)

From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Industry-wide
Collaboration is Impeded

“Deforestation-free”
“Zero conversion”
“Zero net deforestation and degradation”

800+ UN-recognized definitions of “forest”
44 different commitments related to beef and soy production in the
Amazon, Cerrado, and Chaco
4+ general concepts of “deforestation-free”
Dozens of cut-off dates and deadlines
From November 21st, 2017 presentation by Carlos Saviani: Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (WWF)

Where do we start?:
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Evolution of
the Tool
(example only!)

RLA v1

RLRT

RLA v2

RLRT

Animal Welfare
Farm
Transport
Slaughter

Environmental Impacts
Farm
Slaughter
Tanning

Social Impacts
Farm
Slaughter
Tanning

Traceability
Chain of Custody
Book & Claim

Data
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What do we need to do?
Choose which issues to address in V1
Determine which definitions and targets to use
Determine who to work with
Decide on the traceability model(s)
Look at how we will verify
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Which issues to address in V1?
Environmental Impacts
Farm-level Impacts

Discussion:
Do we need to take a
full view of C.C.?

Climate Change
*

Land Use Change
Farming Practices

Grazing patterns, enteric emissions etc.

Farm Inputs

Biodiversity Impacts
*

Land Use Change
Farming Practices

Exclusion zones, etc.

Soil Health
Farming Practices

OTHER?

Discussion:
Do we address both
climate change and
biodiversity?

Use of inputs, erosion control etc.

Discussion:
When do we address
these other issues?
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How Shall we Define Land Use Change?
• “Land use change is a process by which human activities
transform the natural landscape, referring to how land has
been used, usually emphasizing the functional role of land for
economic activities.” (ScienceDirect.com)
• Conversion of natural ecosystems: forests, grasslands

“ZERO CONVERSION”
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Who do we work
(and align) with?

New York Declaration
on Forests

IPI

UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)

FSC

Brazilian Roundtable on Sustainable
Livestock (GTPS)

Rabobank?
UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)

Carbon
Trading

Targets

Collaboration for
Forests and
Agriculture (CFA)

Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef
- GRSB)

World Wildlife
Fund (WWF)

Accountability
Framework

Land Use
Change

Carbon Disclosure
Project

Quantis
Science Based Targets
(SBT)

Science

Canopy
World Business Council for
Sustainable Development
(WBCSD)

Native Energy

Paris Agreement
(COP 21)

Finance

Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI)
Ceres
Sustainable Agriculture
Network (SAN)

Business
Risk

UN: Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest
Degradation (REDD)
Greenpeace
Rainforest Alliance
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Social Welfare
Traceability and
Transparency

Responsible
Leather

Animal Welfare
Environmental
Impacts
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Traceability Models

Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm

Slaughter

Tannery 1

Tannery 2

Tannery 3

Production

Brand/retail
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Traceability Models
Sourcing Region: LUC
Traceability
Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm

Slaughter

Tannery 1

Tannery 2

Tannery 3

Production

Brand/retail
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Traceability difficult and expensive: leather
is little to no value to the value chain
members.

Chain of Custody (CCS)

Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm

Slaughter

Tannery 1

Tannery 2

Tannery 3

Production

Brand/retail
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Trading Platform

Certificate Trading System
(Book & Claim)

Certificates are registered onto the
trading platform by farms and
slaughterhouses. Brands and retailers
can purchase the certificates and make
claims.

Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm

Slaughter

Tannery 1

Tannery 2

Tannery 3

Production

Brand/retail
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Example of what the trading platform could look like:
RLC

RLC

RLC

RLC: Responsible Leather Certificate
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Proposed Solution:
1 cow = 1 credit = 1 hide

Each credit to be allocated as follows:
•

1/3 to farm for meeting minimum animal welfare (as set by the RLA)

•

1/3 to farm for meeting minimum environmental welfare (as set by the RLA)

•

1/3 to address critical issues

TBD with IWG: Should this go to a fund, or
to farms meeting best practices in the
critical areas? How does this get divided
between animal and environmental
welfare?

TBD with IWG: Should these go to
the same farm, or can they go to
separate ones?

1.7 billion cattle worldwide
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For Discussion
1. What is the best % allocation for the credits?
2. Do all levels of farming qualify?
3. Do we offer or require transparency for the farms?
4. Do we ask create a single fund for critical issues, or allow
brands to apply their credits to specific issues?
5. Do we require traceability to the direct farm?
6. Which framework do we use to assess the farm animal
welfare compliance?
7. Do we address slaughter through the certificate program,
or does it have to be verified and traced through the RLA?
8. How do we set the minimum criteria for farms across
widely differing regions?
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What is the best % allocation for the credits?
Animal Welfare

Environmental Welfare

Critical Issues

1/3

1/3

?

1/3

30%

40%

?

30%
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Do all levels of farms qualify?
Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm
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How transparent can we go?

RLC

RLC

RLC

Name: Joe Cattleperson
Farm: Bovine’s Dreamland
Certifications: RSPCA, GG, DFF

RLC: Responsible Leather Certificate

Scoring?

Description: We love our cows and they love us.
Each one has its own name, and gets a daily
massage with herbal oils.
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Do we create a single fund for critical
issues, or allow brands to apply their
credits to specific issues?

RLC

RLC

RLC

Project: All About the Amazon (AAA)
Focus: Forest-friendly cattle grazing
Organization: www.lungsoftheearth.org

RLC: Responsible Leather Certificate

Description: We work with government to develop
and help enforce legislation addressing the grazing
of cattle outside of protected forests.
©
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Do we require traceability to
the direct farm?

?
Cow-calf
farm

Raising
farm

Finishing
farm

Slaughter

Tannery 1

Tannery 2

Tannery 3

Production

Brand/retail
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Discussion
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Thank you!
Email us at ResponsibleLeather@TextileExchange.org
Or visit ResponsibleLeather.org for more information
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Moving Forward

1.

What do we evaluate?

2.

How do we verify?

3.

How do we reward?
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What do we evaluate?
Questions

Responder

Response

Which definitions and targets should we use?
What do we measure? Do we only look at zero
conversion/land use change, or do we address
other issues at the same time?
Do we recognize any work done to convert back to
natural landscapes?
How can we be relevant to all regions of the globe?
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What do we evaluate?
Stakeholders
Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (CFA)

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

WWF

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

Brazilian Roundtable on Sustainable Livestock (GTPS)

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

Sustainable Agriculture Network

Engage

GRSB

Engage

Look for alignment opportunities

Accountability Framework – Rainforest Alliance

Engage

Work on targets and definitions

Quantis

Engage

Develop deeper understanding of issues to address

Native Energy

Consult

Understand evaluation requirements for carbon trading

MacDonald’s

Consult

Look for alignment opportunities

Canopy

Consult

Look for alignment opportunities

FSC

Consult

Investigate opportunities to leverage their work

Ceres

Consult

Ask what they expect

PRI

Consult

Ask what they expect
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What do we evaluate?
Stakeholders
UN SDG

Reference

Reference to be sure we help meet their targets

New York Declaration on Forests

Reference

Reference to be sure we help meet their targets

UN REDD

Reference

Ensure we can feed into REDD

Brands

Survey

Get deeper information on what they will support

Rainforest Alliance, Sustainable Agriculture Network
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How do we verify?
Questions

Responder

Response

Which criteria do we use?
Which verification models can we reference?
What technology will support us?
Do we verify individual farms or can we take more of
a landscape approach? If so, how?
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How do we verify?
Stakeholders
Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (CFA)

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

WWF

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

Brazilian Roundtable on Sustainable Livestock
(GTPS)

Engage

Work together to determine what to evaluate

Native Energy

Engage

Understand verification requirements for carbon trading

GRSB

Engage

Look for alignment opportunities

MacDonald’s

Consult

Look for alignment opportunities

Canopy

Engage

Look for alignment opportunities

FSC

Consult

Investigate opportunities to leverage their work

Ceres

Consult

Ask what they expect

PRI

Consult

Ask what they expect

Brands

Survey

Get deeper information on what they expect

Carbon Disclosure Project

OTHER???
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How do we reward?
Stakeholders
Collaboration for Forests and Agriculture (CFA)

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

WWF

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

Brazilian Roundtable on Sustainable Livestock (GTPS)

Engage

Work together to determine how to move forward

Native Energy

Engage

Understand evaluation requirements for carbon trading

GRSB

Engage

Look for alignment opportunities

MacDonald’s

Consult

Look for alignment opportunities

Canopy

Engage

Look for alignment opportunities

Quantis

Engage

Develop deeper understanding of issues to address

UN SDG

Reference

Reference to be sure we help meet their targets

New York Declaration on Forests

Reference

Reference to be sure we help meet their targets

UN REDD

Reference

Ensure we can feed into REDD

FSC

Consult

Investigate opportunities to leverage their work

Ceres

Consult

Ask what they expect

PRI

Consult

Ask what they expect

Brands

Survey

Get deeper information on what they will support

OTHER???
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More about Book & Claim…
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The Four RSPOSupply Chains
Assurance

Identity Preserved(IP)

Sustainable palm oil kept apart and is traceable to the mill and its supply base.

Segregated (SG)
Mixing of sustainable palm oilbatches is allowed

Mass Balance(MB)
Mixing of sustainable and conventional palm oil is allowed if it is monitored
administratively

Flexibility

Book and Claim (RSPO Credits)
RSPO Credits sold by certified mills directly to product manufacturers and
or retailers
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RSPOSupply Chains – Book and Claim / RSPOCredits

“Supports the production of sustainable palm”
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Getting Set up in PalmTrace
Buying RSPOCredits and getting Set up in PalmTrace
• PalmTrace is for both RSPOCredits and confirming physical
supply chain volumes
• Must be an RSPOmember to use our supply chain or topurchase
RSPOCredits
• You will need to sign up for PalmTrace
• If you don’t have a PalmTrace ID number, please register here
https://palmtrace.rspo.org/web/rspo/become-member
• Download the UTZ registration form here to be set up as new buyer of
RSPOCredits
• Fill in all forms and send them to palmoil.support@utz.org or find a live
chat feature at our website www.rspo.org/palmtrace at the bottom of the
page
• You will receive a confirmation when your account is active and you may
use PalmTrace and/or purchase credits
• You can report off market deals with your preferred RSPOcertified
producers
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Supply Chain Certificate System
IP/SG

MB

CREDITS

MODULE E – BOOK AND CLAIM SPECIFIC RULES
Claims made under the Book and Claim model need to apply the RSPOlabel with
the tag CREDITS.

Supports the production
of sustainable palmoil

RSPOmembers who have purchased RSPOCredits are entitled to claim their
support for the production of certified sustainable palm oil. These claims can be
made anywhere – in store, on pack, in marketing materials – provided that they
abide by the rules below.
Messaging ALLOWED in storytelling in product-related communications includes:
•
Supports the production of certifiedsustainable palm (kernel) oil
•
Supporting certified sustainable palm (kernel) oil
Messaging NOT ALLOWED in storytelling in product-related communications:
•
Anything that can lead consumers to believe that theproduct contains
sustainable oil palm products.

Supports the
production of
sustainable
palm oil

Retailers of branded products, with the manufacturer’s written permission, can
claim their support off product. Retailers of own label products, who may have
purchased the Credits for themselves or asked their manufacturer todo so on their
behalf, can make both on and off productclaims.
For on product claims:
•
•
•

Must use the RSPO label with the tag CREDITS
Must display the trademark licensenumber
100% of the oil palm based ingredients must be covered by RSPOCredits or
physical certified material.
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Sales of CSPO

+19%

*

(2015 Data)
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The Book and Claim supply chain model
The book and claim approach is very different from other well-known chain of custody (COC) systems such as Mass Balance, Segregated and Identity
Preserved. Removing the requirement for physical traceability through the palm oil supply chain, the book and claim

system is designed to drive market uptake of certified sustainable material.
The idea is that while physical supply chains are being built, the book and claim option drives demand via the sale and
purchase of certificates or credits. While creating critical mass of certified material, it also provides market access to all within the
industry, regardless of their global location or size. Book and claim is an all-inclusive COC option.
“The challenges relate to the complex nature of the global palm oil supply chain. While some refiners are vertically integrated, most are not. Instead
they are buying oil originating from multiple plantations that has been intermingled at every stage of the supply chain. And the costs of segregating oil
from RSPO plantations throughout this chain are significant.
So significant indeed, that securing certified sustainable versions of palm kernel oil or some of the more complex palm derivatives used by many
manufacturers remains prohibitively expensive.
But this doesn't mean that they should sit back and do nothing. My worry is that companies are using the absence of (affordable) segregated palm
products as an excuse not to do anything. What they should be doing is buying GreenPalm certificates now to cover 100% of their palm oil usage so
that it will be easier to make the transition to a physical supply chain in future.

Buying certificates now might be the only way to stimulate enough production of sustainable palm oil to reach critical
mass that will make fully traceable products economically viable in future.”
http://greenpalm.org/about-greenpalm/why-greenpalm-makes-a-difference/what-is-a-sustainable-standard
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A/W Critical Issues
• Painful procedures
• Feedlots
• Transport
• Slaughter`
• RT: addresses critical issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Still address slaughter and processing
through the assessment tool (min level of
best practices)

• (b) A/W standards: will identify which farms
are verified to which standards – create a
Where is the best opportunity to impact better practices?
database and allow them to self-upload
We have the best leverage for slaughter (industrial)
profiles – do this when they register for the
credits: allows them to sell themselves.
1 credit for basic a/w practices (std or legislation)
• (c) Could even create profiles for the A/W
2 credits for addressing key issues
critical issue solutions that brands can
OR can we use the credits that the brand pays for to specifically address
criticaltoissues
choose
support
Note that consumers go for the lower tier
Keep away from communications saying that the leather is from a ‘safe’
farm
• https://www.ciwf.org.uk/media/5231246/s
tandards_analysis_exec_summary.pdf
For each hide the brand will pay for 100 credits:
a) 40 credits to environmental issues
All on one farm: do we give transparency?
b) 30 credits to basic a/w (ie: meets an recognized std or legislation)
c) 30 credits to address critical a/w issues (do we apply these to farms following best practices on these issues, or
apply them to areas that are specifically higher risk)
Go to a fund or to best practice farms?
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